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Addendum to Part-time Motorperson Job Posting
Minimum Motorperson Workforce Assessment Requirements:
The following is a list of physical aspects of the position of Motorperson, but it is
not an exhaustive list and does not encompass all job responsibilities associated
with the position.
Please note that candidates must wear a long sleeve shirt, dark pants, and rubber
soled shoes or work books (no steel toe shoes) during the Workforce Assessment.
Please note that during some tasks in the Workforce Assessment candidates will be
required to handle dirty vehicle components. Work gloves are recommended but
not required.
Motorpersons must perform the following:
Manually operate track switches.
Walk and stand on track ballast.
Cross/walk over 3rd rail.
Climb from the track bed by using 2 step ladder, grab handles and drawbar to
board the Heavy Rail.
Climb down from the Heavy Rail vehicle utilizing grab handles and 2 step ladder to
the track bed.
In the event of fire, lift and carry fire extinguisher one car length of the Heavy rail
vehicle (70 feet): Extinguisher weighs 20 pounds.
Must be able to reach over their head and open the overhead panel to access the
door control mechanism (10 lbs.)
Operate train doors utilizing the door panels and leaning outside the cab window.
Carry a 32 lb. bridgeplate for 2 car lengths (approximately 140 feet).
Manually pull Brake Cut Out (BCO) and Trip Cut Out on Heavy rail vehicles inside
and outside.
Carry 4 shoe hooks and a shoe lifter and manually lift and hook contact shoe.
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Inspect front and rear ends of the Heavy Rail vehicle and checks undercarriage
components.
Carry 7 cones (approximately 12.5 lbs) 900 feet and place them 100 feet apart from
each other. Return to 900 feet mark and repeat activity with the remaining cones.

